
 

A1. Project Goals and Scope 

Example 
 

 
1. Project Goal(s) 
a. Background: 

Status is a key concept in the social sciences because of its robust relationships with 
health, happiness, and reproductive success (Buss et al., 2020). Although pursuing status 
may be a major goal for all humans, men and women may do it in different ways. In 
particular, boys and men may be more predisposed than girls and women to compete for 
status with direct (face-toface) competitive acts, such as physically dominating someone, 
whereas girls and women may be more likely to use indirect tactics, such as exclusion 
(Benenson, 2013). Although the evidence for males’ great use of direct competitive tactics is 
strong for high-stakes physical aggression (Archer, 2004) and competitive sports (Deaner et 
al., 2016), it is unknown whether this pattern applies to prestige. Unlike dominance, where 
status is based on the threat of physical coercion, prestige refers to status obtained because 
people esteem an individual. For example, a boxer may command respect because of their 
ighting ability (i.e., dominance), but a musician may enjoy high status because of their ability 

to elevate the audience’s mood (Cheng et al., 2010).  
 

Determining whether there is a gender difference in the predisposition to compete 
for prestige may have practical implications. For example, girls and women have 
outperformed boys and men in school for decades, and this may be partly due to schools 
failing to offer suf icient opportunities to compete for prestige (e.g., become publicly 
recognized as the best poet) (Reeves, 2022); conversely, women are underrepresented in 
some ields, and this could partly re lect an over-emphasis on direct competition (Ceci et al., 
2014). Although some (Baumeister, 2010) have claimed there is much evidence that men 
are more predisposed to compete for prestige (e.g., men’s historical dominance of science 
and the arts), there are plausible alternative explanations for the cited patterns, such as 
women being excluded from participating.   

 
Therefore, the goal of our project is to test if there is a gender difference in the pursuit 

of prestige in a contemporary, self-selected domain where men and women have equal 
opportunities for advancement. In particular, we plan to document efforts to achieve 
in luence and fame by contestants of the MasterChef reality television cooking competition. 
MasterChef contestants begin as unknown amateurs, but, during the multi-episode 
competition, they gain exposure, especially if they perform well. Afterwards, some develop 
large followings on Instagram and other social media outlets, typically by posting recipes or 
food-related videos. We will quantify contestants’ efforts to build their prestige and test if 
these show a gender difference. 

 



 
 
b. Goals: 

Our irst goal is reviewing the literature in the areas relevant to our project, including 
(i) men’s and women’s involvement in food preparation and status seeking across societies, 
and (ii) reality shows and social media, especially studies addressing gender differences 
and/or status seeking. Jada will ind and summarize key sources, and Jada and Dr. Deaner 
will discuss which sources and concepts will require follow-up.  

 
Our second goal is developing, for each MasterChef contestant, a list of variables and 

methods for reliably coding them. Although some variables will be simple to code (e.g., 
season appearing), others will be more challenging, such as the number of recipes posted on 
social media. Jada will initially attempt to develop coding methods, she and Dr. Deaner will 
test their reliability, they will discuss how they can be improved, and they will repeat this 
cycle.  

 
Our third goal is data collection for the approximately 140 contestants who have 

appeared on MasterChef. This will involve copying the name of each contestant into a 
spreadsheet, searching for the person on social media platforms, and coding each behavior 
or outcome. Jada will lead this work, but Dr. Deaner will independently code a random 
selection to verify reliability. 
 

Our fourth goal is data analysis. Initial analyses will involve testing for gender 
differences using basic techniques (e.g., t-test). Jada will lead these analyses, and Dr. Deaner 
will check them. We will also use advanced methods (e.g., regression), so that we can test for 
differences while controlling for other variables. Dr. Deaner will demonstrate these 
techniques on a similar data set, and Jada will attempt to implement them on the MasterChef 
data set.  

 
Our ifth goal, time permitting, is repeating our study with additional samples. 

Additional samples may be crucial for publication in a professional journal because our 
MasterChef sample may be too small to yield de initive conclusions. Our additional samples 
will be MasterChef competitions that have occurred in other English speaking countries.  

 
Our sixth goal is preparing to present our results. Jada will take the lead for her 

presentation at the MS3 Showcase and SSD, although Dr. Deaner will provide feedback on all 
aspects. We will also begin preparing the irst draft of a manuscript for publication in a 
professional journal. 
 
c. Area of Expertise: 

Dr. Deaner has been researching gender differences in competitiveness for 20 years 
(Deaner et al., 2016, 2021). Since 2007, he has taught PSY315 (Psychology of Sex 
Differences), which covers status seeking, including prestige. Dr. Deaner has previously 
content coded challenging data sources, including the Human Relations Area Files (Deaner 
& Smith, 2013). Dr. Deaner has conducted numerous statistical investigations of possible 
gender differences. 



 
 
d. Timeline 
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Appendix 2 – IRB Approval 

This project will only involve working with materials in the public domain, so it will 
probably not require formal approval from the IRB. However, we will consult with the IRB 
and obtain a letter of determination to con irm this. If the IRB determines that our project 
requires formal approval, we will submit an application, and we anticipate receiving rapid 
approval. Dr. Deaner has previously obtained IRB approval for many projects, and his ethics 
training is up to date.  

Regardless of whether our project requires formal IRB approval, Jada will complete, 
before data collection begins, the GVSU ethics modules that are required to be included as an 
investigator on an IRB approved protocol. These modules are the Responsible Conduct of 
Research (RCR) and Human Subjects Research (HSR) training. 


